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When Healers Harm: Hold Health Professionals Accountable for Torture












July 24, 2009


Despite the health professions’ universally recognized duty to do no harm, doctors and psychologists have played a key role in the U.S. government’s policy of torture in its overseas prisons.

They crafted and justified torture tactics, inflicted pain, oversaw abuse and enabled, covered up and turned a blind eye to cruel treatment. Yet, in the face of clear evidence, government officials, licensing boards and professional associations defend their failure to take action against health professionals who have participated in torture by claiming that they do not have enough information.

The Center for Constitutional Rights disagrees and, through its When Healers Harm campaign, presented compelling evidence that supports the need for ethical, and in some cases criminal investigations of health professionals complicit in torture and other forms of abuse. Psychologists who were investigated include Dr. John Leso, a clinical psychologist trained and licensed in New York, who participated in the torture of Mohammed Al Qahtani and helped develop abusive interrogation techniques and detention conditions at Guantánamo Bay, and psychologist and retired U.S. Army colonel Dr. Larry C. James, a high-ranking psychologist and interrogations advisor for the U.S. military at Guantánamo Bay. 

FAQs

Why “health professionals” and not “doctors”?

The term “health professionals” refers to anyone who is trained or licensed in a healing profession.

Medical doctors, including psychiatrists and medical examiners, are health professionals, but so are psychologists and nurses. All of these professions have been implicated in the torture and abuse of prisoners in CIA secret prisons and in military detention centers, such as those in Guantánamo, Afghanistan, and Iraq.

Do we know for a fact that health professionals participated in torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment of prisoners?

Yes.

For years, prisoners have alleged abuse by health professionals that amounts to torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (CIDT), and official documents (link to resources), now being disclosed in steadily increasing numbers, confirm their accounts that psychologists and doctors were essential to rationalizing and carrying out the government’s torture policy.

In the case of force-feeding, policymakers openly acknowledge and defend the involvement of health professionals in forcibly feeding hunger striking prisoners, but question instead the charge that the practice is illegal and unethical. The force-feeding program at Guantánamo conflicts with the World Medical Association’s Malta Declaration on Hunger Strikers, updated in 2006 specifically to address U.S. policy at the Naval Base prison.

How were health professionals involved in torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment?

Among other things, health professionals:

	crafted abusive tactics and falsely legitimized their use;
	advised interrogators on methods of abuse that would exploit prisoners’ vulnerabilities;
	used medical procedures to harm prisoners;
	gauged pain and monitored interrogations that risked leaving prisoners in need of treatment;
	checked prisoners to certify that they were capable of surviving additional abuse;
	conditioned medical or mental health treatment on cooperation with interrogation;
	shared confidential patient information that was used to harm patients;
	covered up evidence of torture and abuse; and
	turned a blind eye to cruel treatment.


 

Did the abuse – and health professional involvement in it – end with the Bush Administration?

No.

Even today, under President Obama’s watch, Guantánamo physicians, nurses and prison guards continue to forcibly feed hunger strikers through the use of a 6-point restraint chair and the brutal forceful insertion and removal of thick nasogastric tubes.

For many of the men in GTMO, solitary confinement, sensory deprivation, environmental manipulation and sleep deprivation are daily realities that have led to severe mental and physical suffering. Camp officials have refused to acknowledge clear suicide attempts. Instead, they classify them as “manipulative self-injurious behavior,” downplaying injuries and, in some cases, mental illness.

Unless forced by court order, President Obama has denied prisoners access to independent medical experts and often even to their own medical records. Instead, the men are left to the exclusive care of medical personnel whom they distrust and who have a record of grossly mistreating and mismanaging the mentally ill.

The Immediate Reaction Force (IRF), a team of military guards comparable to a riot squad, continues to beat men in response to allegations of disciplinary infractions and during unnecessarily brutal “cell extractions,” with no sign that health professionals are objecting to or reporting such abuse.

It seems like many people were responsible. Why focus on health professionals, especially if they weren’t the ones at the very top?

Because holding these health professionals accountable is important to:

	Survivors of medically assisted torture


The relationship between patients and health professionals is based on trust, and torture survivors can feel particularly violated when those professionals participate in their abuse. Some develop fear and mistrust of all health care personnel that leads them to avoid seeking the mental and physical treatment vital to their recovery.
	Health professionals, most of whom take seriously their commitment to do no harm.


Torture by health professionals, particularly when not adequately addressed by the professional associations, ultimately corrupts the profession itself.
	The rest of us – as patients and members of civil society, we have a right to treatment by health professionals who we can trust, and a right to a government that upholds the law .





Attachments 
 20090805-letter-to-minister-public-safety-canada2.pdf
 090806-bond-media-backgrounder.pdf
 20090805-apa-letter1.pdf

Learn more

Human rights group says it has proof of detainee abuse



Medical evaluations done by Physicians for Human Rights on former Guantánamo Bay detainees, who were identified by the Center for Constitutional Rights, found evidence of injuries consistent with the...






CCR Endorses New Report Showing Evidence of Bush Administration Human Experimentation on Men in CIA Secret Detention



June 7, 2010


June 7, 2010, New York – Today, the Center for Constitutional Rights issued the following statement in response to a new report by Physicians for Human Rights (PHR), Experiments in Torture:...






UN Special Rapporteur on Torture Urges American Psychological Association Act on Own Policies



August 7, 2009


August 7, 2009, New York – The Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) responded today to a letter made public from the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture to the American Psychological...






Louisiana Court Battle Over Guantanamo Psychologist Continues Today



October 15, 2009


October 15, 2009, Baton Rouge and New York – Today, attorneys filed an appeal before the Louisiana First Circuit Court of Appeal, in the case Dr. Trudy Bond v. Louisiana State Board of...






Louisiana Court of Appeal Hears Case on Guantanamo Psychologist



May 12, 2010


May 12, 2010, Baton Rouge and New York – Today, Toledo-based psychologist Dr. Trudy Bond challenged the Louisiana State Board of Examiners of Psychologists’ failure to investigate alleged...






Hell and Dr. James: When Gitmo and Abu Ghraib Come Home



By Bill Quigley and Deborah Popowski. October 26, 2009, CounterPunch.org The Louisiana Board that licenses psychologists is facing a growing legal fight over torture and medical care at the infamous...






Rights Groups Call on Canada to Investigate Guantanamo Psychologist for Possible Torture Complicity



August 6, 2009


August 6, 2009, Ottawa and New York – Human rights organizations are calling on the Canadian government to investigate retired U.S. Army colonel and psychologist Dr. Larry C. James, a former...
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Support CCR

Join us on the front lines for social justice!
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